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Joe Biden and Boris Johnson Team Up to Develop
U.S./U.K Partnership on 6G Development that
Includes A.I.
Never Mind the Risks, Warnings and Opposition
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***

A  2019  survey  revealed  that  82%  of  Americans  thought  Artificial  Intelligence  (A.I.)
technology would be more harmful than helpful.  They seem to have been onto something
as warnings about A.I. keep pouring in (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

In  2019,  telecom  executives  gave  U.S.  congressional  testimony  that  they  had  NO
independent studies proving that 5G is safe.

Later that year, Biden was confronted with this fact while he was campaigning and said:

WATCH: A woman in Iowa tells @JoeBiden the 5G in the area is making people
sick and their "minds are breaking down."

Biden replies: "There is a lot of debate in the scientific community of whether
or  not  5G  does  what  you  are  saying.  It  should  be  studied  thoroughly…"
@CBSNews pic.twitter.com/dE2xVivS86

— Bo Erickson CBS (@BoKnowsNews) December 29, 2019

Full video:

Since  taking  office,  there  has  been  no  indication  that  Biden  has  ordered  any  studies  to
thoroughly study 5G.  He has also not addressed American concerns about reduced property
value  (see  1,  2,  3)  and increased energy consumption  (see  1,  2)  as  well  as  risks  to
cybersecurity, privacy (see 1, 2), public safety (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), health (see 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), and the environment.  Last monthscientists submitted a letter to President
Biden asking him to protect the public from 5G and other unsafe technology.  Instead he’s
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already working on developing 6G and implementing more controversial A.I.

From Fierce Wireless:

U.S., U.K. team to tackle 6G

The U.S.  and U.K.  announced plans to  develop a detailed science and technology
partnership agreement, which is set to include a provision for strategic collaboration on
the development of 6G technology.

Over the next year, the countries said they will define a statement of intent focused on
advancing “proposals on future technology such as 6G” and strengthening cooperation
on “digital technical standards.”

The partnership will be part of an updated Atlantic Charter deal signed by U.S. President
Joe Biden and British Prime Minister Boris Johnson. The original version of the document
was signed in 1941 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston
Churchill to outline a vision for the post-World War II world.

Beyond 6G, the revamped charter will cover collaborations to improve critical supply
chain  resilience;  boost  emerging fields  such as  artificial  intelligence (AI)  and quantum
technology; and enhance the accessibility and flow of data to support economic growth,
public safety and scientific processes.

U.K. Digital Secretary Oliver Dowden said in a statement the revised charter “marks a
new era of cooperation with our closest ally, in which we commit to using technology to
create prosperity and guarantee the safety and security of our citizens for years to
come.”

The announcement came just days after researchers in Finland and Japan struck a deal
to collaborate on 6G.

Read full article

5G opposition is worldwide due to economic, environmental, health, and safety risks.  Cities
AND entire countries have taken action to ban, delay, halt, and limit installation AS WELL AS
issue moratoriums.

The majority of scientists oppose 5G deployment.  Since 2017, doctors and scientists have
been asking for moratoriums on Earth and in space (see 1, 2).  Since 2018 there have been
reports of people and animals experiencing symptoms and illnesses after 5G was installed
(see 1. 2, 3, 4).

Americans opposed to 5G may click here to sign a letter asking the Biden administration to
stop deployment immediately.

*
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@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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